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Track ships back up to 90 days or choose a specific date
range with the ship track toolkit.

Easy filtering allows for simple or complex rules and groups.

FEATURES
exactAIS® Data Access
	Users can plot and visualise the latest ship positions, view important ship
information, including ship images, and gain access to 90 days of historical
track data for each ship within ShipView. This data access improves maritime
monitoring of ship activities around the world by providing dynamic and upto-date ship information from the world’s most comprehensive Satellite AIS
service, exactAIS.

exactEarth ShipView™ is an
easy-to-use, modern web-based
viewing tool that gives users access
to global ship positions produced
by the exactAIS® data service.
ShipView is a comprehensive vessel
tracking and analysis tool perfect
for utilising exactAIS without the
added effort of integrating the
data feed into existing operational
display systems.
Users can access ShipView from
anywhere, at any time to gain
greater visibility into all maritime
traffic currently traversing our
oceans. With a rich set of filtering
and analysis tools, ShipView
provides an unmatched view
of maritime traffic and the
information needed to make
critical maritime operational
decisions easier and faster than
ever before.

Modern, Web-based Application
	ShipView users have access to this web application anywhere, anytime, and on
most devices from desktops to mobile devices giving users flexibility when and
where they need it. As a web-based application, there is no need for setup or
in house application, exactEarth hosts the entire platform and all data.

Searching
	Searching for ships can be done through single line searching by name, IMO,
MMSI, Call Sign, flag or destination. This simplified searching process helps find
ships of interest easily, saving both time and effort.

Filtering
	Make operational decisions faster with improved analysis and research. Users
have the ability to add, edit, or delete rules and groups based on any vessel
attribute available, such as speed or flag country, to subset the view of global
ship traffic and find only ships that match specific criteria. Users now have the
option to choose from an expansive list of detailed ship types to narrow search
results further. For ease of use across operations, users can import or export
filters.

Add Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) or
Esri External Map Layers
ShipView was designed for interoperability, allowing users to load any OGC 		
WMS, Esri Map, and Feature or Tiled Map Service to ShipView as a map		
layer or basemap. With access to these services, users are able to gain 		
contextual insight to make more informed maritime decisions by incorporating
wave height information, ice coverage, weather, and other data sets.

Simplified searching allows users to find ships based on different
criteria.

External map layers from any OGC WMS or Esri ArcGIS server give
more context when analysing ship behaviour.

THE SHIPVIEW ADVANTAGE
Increased Operational Efficiencies
exactEarth hosts the ShipView web application and all data to serve users on
demand, enabling the ability to access the application anywhere, at any time,
and on most devices. With instant access to dynamic, comprehensive, and 		
accurate ship information over the internet, analysis on ship behaviour patterns
is easier than ever, saving users valuable time, money, and effort.

Improved Decision Making
	Simplifying processes for decision making is key in the ShipView design. Out
of the box tools are available for searching and filtering maritime traffic to
assist in streamlining decision making. ShipView quickly and easily provides the
information needed to make timely, critical decisions in maritime operations;
with instant alerting available, users gain even greater awareness into vessel
behaviour, allowing for informed decisions and immediate action.

	Enhanced Maritime Monitoring
ShipView is equipped with exactEarth’s reliable and globally trusted exactAIS
data service to provide the most comprehensive maritime domain awareness
available. Data provided to users includes Ship Location, Ship Course, MMSI, Ship
Speed and a 90-day track lookback.

ADD-IN FEATURES (available for purchase)
Alerting
	With the ShipView Alerting add-in feature, users have more flexibility for
monitoring and tracking ships or areas of interest within any maritime domain.
Filters can be set up based on specific rules or groups for ship behaviours and
automatic alerts can be triggered to deliver the targeted information directly via
email or within the Alerts panel in ShipView.

Download and Save Data
	Users can easily analyse, review or report on ship information while offline. Data
sets of ship information, in common formats, can quickly be downloaded for either
all ships globally or ships within a current view.

exactShip DB™
exactShipDB provides information about a vessel’s different levels of ownership,
its name history and insurance information, as well as detailed vessel statistics		
and information regarding the vessel’s capabilities, giving greater investigative and
analytical information to operators for more streamlined workflows. With this
extensive information, organisations are able to reduce the complexities 		
of correlating different data sources and save money by using a single supplier for
complete maritime traffic tracking needs.
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